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ABSTRACT 

Urban stonn sewers, be it for separate or combined 
systems, are designed (dimensioned) for a specific 
rainfall intensity, duration and frequency. But, during 
the life of these sewers, rainfall of different intensities, 
duration and frequency can occur. Besides new 
settlements may develop. All these result in exceeding 
the design discharges of the sewers causing flooding. 

Thus, in this paper, some means of reducing .such 
risks are indicated. In particular, the application and 
design principles of stonn water detention tanks is 
presented. The general principles of dimensioning 
sewers is also described. In order to elaborate and 
for better understanding, a simplified illustrative 
example of dimensioning a stonn water detention tank 
is worked out. 

APPLICATION AND DESIGN PRINCIPLES 

Stonn water collectors, for a certain sewerage system, 
are designed for a given intensity of rainfall. The 
design discharge is, therefore, based on an intensity of 
a certain duration, which can be exceeded per given 
period of time [4]. 

There are different methods of detennining the amount 
of storm runoff, on the basis of which sewers can be 
designed. Out of the many and beyond certain 
packages, the method based on the time coefficient is 
mostly used This method is selected as it can be easily 
computed using tabular procedures using a spreadsheet 
as well. 

In the method, the amount of stonn runoff coming at an 
inlet point of the sewer is calculated. For every inlet 
point, the respective rainfall and its period are fixed 
and, based oo the catchment characteristics and length, 
the flow time is determined. The design value will be 
then the maximum amount of runoff computed. 
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The amount of runoff at the inlet point can be computed 
by [l]: 

QR = 'Px,n•k * ~ { ri,n•k * • * AE) (1) 
I 'f>1.n•k 

where: Q11 = Runoff [I/sec] 
q> = time factor taking care of duration. 

The value of q>, based on the value 
of the 15 min. rain and frequency of 
I (ris,IF1) can be computed for other 
durations and frequency as: 

q> ; -1!__ (-
1 

- 0.369] (2) 
T+9 4.fn 

x = longest flow time or time of 
concentration. 
Time of concentration is the time 
required for the maximum runoff to 
develop [ 4]. For one partial 
catchment area, this is the time from 
the farthest point to the inlet point at 
the outlet of the particular area. 
However, for more partial 
catchment areas, this can include 
the runoff time plus the flow time 
within the sewer upto the point 
under consideration. 

n frequency of occurrence 
T duration of rain dependent on the 

rainfall-runoff relationship. 
As long as the flow time xs T, then 
'P;,,.st = 1 . 

(Example: ris,..-1, = 60 //s, ha means that a rainfall of 
duration I S min having a depth of 60 //s, ha occurs 
ones a year.) 

or 
q> can be read from the graph of fig. 1 
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Figure l Time factor cwve based on ru,...1 [l] 

'1 = coefficient of discharge dependent on 
duration of rain, frequency of occurrence and 
runoff reduction due to other factors related to 
the area, (infiltration, slope, etc) temperature, 
etc. It is mainly dependent on the percent 
imperviousness of the area from which the 
runoff originates. 

The value used for t. actually, differs for designing 
sewers and detention tanks. That is, for sewers the 
peak value, t,, and for detention tanks the total, t-i, 
is used, which are computed as follows: 

• = Maxq 
P Maxr (3) 

and 

. s 
~ maxq+-i'---~ .... .... 
~ 

;i 
6 

0 f,. 

t 
f/qdt 

• .,,.,, = _. -
f~rdt 

(4) 

q = volwne of runoff [ Usec, ha ] 
r = 166.7i = 166.7i [ Usec, ha] 
'• = time at the start ofnmoff [min) 
t. = time at which runoff ends [min] 
T = duration of rain [min] 
I = Nil'= rainfall intensity [mm/min] 
N = Rainfall depth [mm] 

The coefficient of discharge fOI" various SUifaces with 
different % of imperviousness have been established 
and tabulated. One of these is the one made by 
Kuichling [4], is dealing with similar types of surfaces . 

Time(min) . 
Figure 2 Sample demoostratioo of q and r versus time [ 11 
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For determining the peak factor, one can use fig. 3 
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Figure 3 Peak values of the runoff coefficient for various durations and frequencies of rain [ l) 

Ag = partial catchment Area [ha] 
m = number of catchment Areas 

But, still, due to the great variability of the rainfall
runoff process resulting in long periods a very low or 
zero discharge and relatively short periods of very large 
discharge, overflows resulting flooding can take place, 
resulting damages. 

If such incidents are, in particular, in combined 
systems, the overflowing sewage can cause disastrous 
effects. 

Besides flooding and the various sanitation problems, 
it can paralyze urban functions such as traffic and 
infonnation networks. 

A study made for Tokyo City, where the intensity used 
for designing sewers was 50 mm/hr and a runoff 
coefficient of 0.5, indicated a flood damage as indicated 
in Table l. 

But, all the above problems can be better handled by 
providing different storm water releaving or detention 
systems, within the network, for rainfall intensities 
greater than the design value and incorporation of new 
settl'ements. 
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One of the mechanisms or systems to relieve temporary 
effects of storm waters, exceeding the design value, 1s 
the provision of storm water detention tanks, at 
appropriate locabons of the network. Such a detention 
tank is a pracllcal method of storm water management. 

In particular, these detention tanks are constructed at 
locations, where the trunk sewer of the newly 
developed area is to be connected to an existing trunk 
sewer or in case of rehabilitation works, at those 
particular points, where rehabilitation is required. 

The detention tank is more advantageous, compared to 
other systems, like the overflow by pass, when the 
location is in the city area, where it should not be 
exposed and there is no natural system for receiving 
excess flows. Since they are also buried Wlderground, 
they can be covered with appropriate material and be 
used on top, as tenn's court, for example. 

The detention tank can be located along the line, for 
new networks, or on the side of the sewer supplied by 
an overflow wier as shown in Figure 4. 

Such storage tanks, attenuate the peak-TUT10ff rate and 
pennit rational reduction in the capacity of the 
downstream sewer system. 
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Table 1: Flood Damage in Tokyo (3) 

Date Rainfall Total Number of Flooded Roads 
(Yr/Mo) intensity Rainfall Households (No. of points) 

(mmi1lr) (mm) 

1981~7 80 86 10407 85 

IO SI 204 41498 48 

82A'.>9 58 255 20459 27 

II 49 90 :5174 SI 

83~ 50 so 9722 31 

85~7 91 102 8506 0 

B6~8 58 264 6129 3 

87~7 73 81 3546 29 

07 60 60 2197 46 

08 58 61 551 147 

8W8 51 211 152 41 

89~8 70 280 3620 170 

08 92 93 594 61 

90~8 39 51 60 60 

Detention tank --
Inf luent Effl uent 

Detention tank 

. ! Plan 

--
Influent Effluent 

Influent 
Detention tank 

Figure 4 Typical schematic drawing of a Stonn Water Detention Tank 
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The final decision on the application of a sewer and/or 
a detention tank is mostly made using economic 
analysis as demonstrated in figurs S and 6. 

.. 
cS cost Vs size 

of sever 

DESIGN 

In order to determine the siz.e of the tank required. 
proper design has to be made . 

cost Vs size 
of tank 

- Increase in volume of tank 

- Decrease in size of sewer 

Figure S Qualitative graph of cost against size of detention tank and sewer 

The size of the detention tank is, besides the design 
value (as presented latter), economically evaluated with 
respect to the cost of damage, that the flood can cause 
as shown in figure 6. 

.. ., 
0 

" .... 
0 

H 
damages 

In the design of a detention tank, usually, the rainfall 
intensity used for the design of the sewer network is not 
used. This makes design of such tanks more difficult. 

High cost 

Size of tank 

Figure 6 Qualitative graph of cost against tank size and damages 
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The maximum capacity of such tanks can be 
ddermioOO by difi:nd imlbml tcchnica. But the molt 
widely used method is the mam bllaoce, wbidl cm be 
eltlblililecl tor diffcralt nina. with di1fercot periods 
ad &equency [2]. Frun tbelc, 111 estimate of the 
inflow into the detmti<m tmk ii JDldc and the 
IDIXilnum nte m oudlow i.s set nc outflow is, 
ICtullly, equal or less thin the maximum Clpllcity or 
ftowr'llle mtbc leWa' C011eapooding to the design storm 
mthe ICWa' dowmtreml. 

In ddamioing the size of the detention tank. the total 
~ of runoft' c:1 the catcbmmt is calculated first. 
Thia volume is calculated by: 

Qbf = ip.r.••1 f {~·~·t * • * AE} (5) 
I Tl,11•l 

The difference between cqn 5 and eqn. 1 is in the 
values that are used for .x and y. 

In eqn. 1, IS it is used to design the sewer and that the 
sewer capacity can be exceeded, the longest possible 
flow time is used IS the value for .x. But, on the other 
band, as detention taDks are ~ meant to be flooded, 
th4;.'value of.xis taken to be equal to the minimum 
vafue, which is usually, the duration of rain. The val Uc: 

my for the determination of sewer sizes is taken to be 
equal to k. But, based on the fact, that runoffs of equal 
c:b1ltioo but difference frequencies differ in magnitude 
md 1hlt ~ ftequem nnm with the same duration 
pnxb:e man: discharge, the value of y for determining 

size of detention tanks is taken to be the minimum 
dlnticn (y !> k), to awid riak c:1 over flooding.. 

The max. dDucot volume fiun the detention tank, Q.,,. 
is equivalent to the max. capacity of the sewer, 
dowmtream. of the tank. This eftlucnt is not constant, 
as the lad mwater with in the tank is v.-iable. Thus, 
it is maxiqlum. when the tank is full and minimum 
when the tank begins to fill. To make the design 
simpler and more practical, the average of the two 
values is used. Hence, 

(6) 

In order to determine the required volume of the 
detentioo tank a certain dimensionless parameter, 
be.9ed oo the ratio of the effiuent to the influent and the 
flow time is used. That is 

(7) 

where fl = dimensionless parameter 
Q,g = effiuent [//sec] 
Qirf = influent [//sec] 

Asswning a design value of r = ru. ,,_1 for the influent, 
which is most of the time the case, a design chart is 
established from which the dimensionless design 
parameter, DP, can be read (fig. 7). 

Cl ·9 ~01------+-+~-----.1'11---+--+--+----+-'"--f 

.9 80t---H--+--+-i~-l----+----9--+---¥---+-~ 
Q) 

8 
•+:,1 60r---:M-~t--.,,..---1~-+----1-,,.o<+--7"f:....-.~--1 

40t+--t:"-+T-+--'7f'----!b-'--t:.-'o..-t,,,,,C-...+--,,,.+oc~ 

20t-:''-t-:,.._.--,..,_-7f~T?"""-t-~F-:::oo+""~;.s--t,, 

0"--"-'--"--<1~_,,£~.c._......c;...::;.cs;....c::;...:::__J___, 

1000 !JOO 800 700 600 500 400 JOO 200 100 

DP in sec 

Figure 7 Design Parameter based on 1J and flow time [I] 
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Hence, once the influent, the eftluent and the flow time 
(time of concentration) are known, one can read the 
design parameter DP from the chart and CCJllPUte the 
required vohnne of the detention tank as: 

DP * Qi,.tf 
VT = (m3) 

1000 
(8) 

where: Vr = 
Q,. = 

volwne of detention tank [ml) 

DP= 

influent flow [//sec) 

design parameter established based 
on the flow time and the ration ( TJ) 
of the effluent from the tank to the 
influent. The value of this 
parameter has been plotted for 
various values of flowtime and TJ. 

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE 

A certain city x has an existing storm sewer system, 
whose 1runk sewer has an extra design capacity of 300 
Ifs. Now a new settlement of 40 hectares has been 
developed which will be incorporated into the 
sewerage system. This new area has an average runoff 
coefficient of0.30 and flow time of30 min. to the inlet 
point. 

Check if the existing system is sufficient to take care of 
the new settlement, if rainfall intensity Nff = 0.6 
mm/min, duration = 15 min and 

a) n = 1.0 
b)n=0.2 

SOLUTION 

Checking for the sewer, first: 

Q = q> • E { r,. n•k * • * AEl ---Eqn. I 
R x." k ,... 

I Tj, 11•k 

q> = -- - - 0.369 38 ( 1 ) 
30.n•0.2 30 + 9 ~ 

---Eqn. 2 

= 38 ( 1.495 - 0.369) = 1.097 
39 

r = 166.7 * i = 166.7 * 0.6 = 100 /Is, ha 
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r,.1s .... 1 = 'Pis, ... 1 * r = 1 • 100 

= 100 lls,ha 

cp,s ,..02 = - -- - 0.369 38 ( 1 l 
.. 24 ~ 

= 1.783 

· · 'Pint/ = 1.097 * lOO * 0.3 * 40 
1.783 

= 738.46 //sec 

amount that can be used for dimensioning the sewer 
but QR> effluent capacity of the existing sewer. 
. . a detention tank is required 

Hence, inorder to compute the volume of the detention 
tank eqn. 5 will be used with y = 1 and 0.2 
i.e., 

Q tf = q> • [ { r,.,,.k * 11' * Ael ---Eqn. 5 
"' x,1t y I 'l>t.n •k 

Case a) y= l 

Qin/ = Q(Tu. ,..1) 

r 
= tn " 15, n•I * .i. A 

TIS I I... "'. E ,n• tn 
TIS, n•I 

= 'l>1s I = 38 (-1- - 0.369] "' 1 
,n• 24 4.[f 

100 
.. Qit( = 1 * -1- * 0.3 * 40 

= 1200 //sec 

300 fl= -- = 0.25 
1200 

--- Eqn. 7 

from fig. 7, DP = 450 for t1 = 30 min 

V = DP Qin/ --- Eqn. 8 
T 1000 
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.. Vr = 4.50 * 1200 = 540 m3 
1000 

Case b) y = 0.2 

Q,,., = Q(Tu .•• u) 

= 1.783 * lOO * 0.3 * 40 
10 

= 2140 I/sec 

.. 11 = 300 = 0.14 
2140 

for 11 = 30 min, DP= 700 (fig. 7) 

Hence, 
VT = 700 * 2140 

1000 

= 1498 ~ 1500 rn 3 

The relative size (length, width and depth) can be 
decided on the actual topography and other site 
conditions. 

CONCLUSION 

Due to urbanization, the size and number of towns and 
cities is growing day to day. This demands a 
rehabilitation of the existing pr totally new 
infrastructure, like water supply, power supply, storm 
and wastewater management, etc. 

A change or new development in the mode of 
settlement of a certain town will directly affect the 
volume of nmoffthat is generated due to rainfall in that 
catchment. Excessive size of sewers or augmenting the 
existing system with parallel lines may not be 
technically and/or economically feasible. 

Thus, • method bu been prcseoted to reduce tbe c&ct 
o( sewer ova'flows in urban storm water managanmt. 
To use the method described one has ooly to c.efully 
establish the runoff coefficient and r 1,,._ 1. Ones tllC3C 
parameta's .-e set, the method can be used without any 
problem. 

Evcnthoogb ooe can really <:<>Mider the variation of the 
runoff coefficient with respect to the intensity and 
duration of rain, the method assumes a constant value, 
which, for practical engineering design,S, is good 
enough. 

Otherwise for more refined estimation of Q~ and Q*"' 
one can consider the variation of v with respect to 
intensity and duration and apply a factor, taking care of 
the variation. But, the author feels, that assuming a 
constant value is sufficient for design purposes, 
provided that the partial catchment area, under 
consideration, is not very large. 

[l] 

[2] 
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